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progress, brought about by the British administration and so
ostensibly supported by local opinion on the other, that the
influence of the 'Sharifian' school in Whitehall Councils might
be checked and that H.M. Government might hesitate before
wrecking the established administrative machinery by handing
it over to the Arabs.1
That such was the aim of the Civil Administration seems to be
borne out by the tendency to increase, from 1918 onwards, the
size and extent of the Headquarters Administration, to the
neglect of other services. Secretariats, Departments, Direc-
torates, Bureaus, Circles and varieties of forms, reports, files
and procedure were created in the best Indian administrative
tradition to such a degree as to draw down the censure of even
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Lord Curzon,
formerly Viceroy of India.2
Examination of the annual expenditure from 1914 also
seems to indicate that even when the increase of occupied
territories is taken into consideration, the steadily increasing
funds devoted to Headquarters Administration expendi-
ture, culminating in an approximate 220 per cent increase
between 1918-19 and 1919-20,3 and the stringency of
funds for those branches of the administration which directly
benefited the public, such as Education, Judicial and Medical
Services were based on the aim of building up a machine for
1 Not all officials of the Civil Administration held these views. Miss Gertrude
Bell, o b.e , attached to the Administration on Intelligence work, never lost
sight of the value of 'Iraq in the Imperial system but she looked forward to it
taking its place as an Arab state She was at no time sympathetic to the delay
imposed by the Foreign Office and to the resistance of the Civil authorities to
Arab participation in the Administration, Indeed, she actively opposed these
attitudes. In a hitherto unpublished letter to Col. T. E. Lawrence, with whose
views she was more in sympathy, she wrote, on July loth, 1920, at the height of
the political unrest' 'On the whole the wonder is that there are so many moderates
and reasonable people among the inhabitants of this country. I try to count
myself among them but I find it difficult to maintain a dispassionate calm when
I reflect on the number of blunders we have made. Now at last we are making
a beginning in the right direction.'
3 Sunday Times, September 2oth, 1930.
3 See annexed table of expenditure: supra, p. 126.
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